scotomas to readjust their eye movements, and some patients seem to fail to do so [5] .
The work by Kwon et al. [1] has several important implications. A critical question in studying adaptation to a central scotoma is what drives the establishment of a new preferred fixation locus. This question has long been debated but no clear answer is currently available. An obvious possibility is that the selected locus offers computational advantages relative to other retinal regions [12] . This may occur in multiple ways, for example because attention can be more easily maintained at this location [13] , or because neurons in the preferred region are better suited to process fine detail. Better processing does not necessarily imply higher density of receptors, as fine-scale spatial information is also represented in the temporal domain by means of the modulations resulting from incessant microscopic eye movements [14] [15] [16] , and both the spatial and temporal characteristics of neurons may play a role (the preferred retinal locus of fixation does not correspond to the region of highest cone density even with intact central vision [17] ).
The rapid adaptation of eye movements observed by Kwon et al. [1] suggests the presence of other driving factors. Rather than from possible perceptual benefits during fixation, the establishment of a preferred retinal locus may be determined by oculomotor opportunities. Visual exploration by means of a single retinal locus allows adaptation of the preexisting motor plan with minor modifications. Because of its simplicity, the oculomotor system may prefer this approach over the development of more efficient, but more complicated, oculomotor strategies. Thus, the establishment of a preferred fixational locus may constitute a preliminary step toward the main goal of oculomotor adaptation.
Kwon et al. [1] also trained observers to use their preferred retinal locus. In a dedicated session, the experimenters continually marked, by means of a cross, the center of the region that the observer had started using as his/her preferred locus, and asked the observer to practice looking at a target using this marker. This procedure significantly improved the precision of saccades made in the presence of an artificial scotoma, leading to a level of precision comparable to that occurring with normal foveal vision. This finding highlights the potential of gaze-contingent display control as a tool for visual rehabilitation in patients with real scotomas. It suggests that similar training procedures in which the impaired region is marked explicitly (for example, by superimposing a larger artificial scotoma) may help these patients develop a new preferred retinal locus and speed up the process of oculomotor adaptation.
In sum, the study by Kwon et al. [1] constitutes an important step forward in the investigation of the mechanisms underlying visual and visuomotor plasticity in the presence of a central scotoma. It highlights the efficacy of training in improving visual exploration under such conditions and points at potentially beneficial rehabilitation techniques. These approaches may help improving the quality of life of patients affected by central vision loss and contribute to the general goal of ensuring that these patients continue to enjoy the beauty of our visual world, as well as Mona Lisa's ambiguous smile. In a new study recently published in Neuron, Lilley et al. [7] tested whether the requirement for LKB1 and SAD kinases in axon specification can be generalized to other types of neurons. The authors found that, although these proteins are widely expressed in both the central and peripheral nervous systems, LKB1 and SAD kinases are surprisingly dispensable for axon formation in many classes of neurons outside the cortex and hippocampus. For example, genetic deletion of either LKB1 or SAD-A/B in sensory and spinal motor neurons failed to disrupt axon formation and did not interfere with axon projections to skin and muscles. Instead, the authors found that SAD-A/B functions are especially crucial for a late stage of axon development in sensory neurons that are responsive to the neurotrophin NT-3 -i.e. axonal arborization in the spinal cord and brainstem. Surprisingly, this requirement is not shared by LKB1.
Lilley et al. [7] focused their analysis on proprioceptive sensory neurons, which transmit sensory information regarding muscle length and limb position to the central nervous system. Proprioceptive neurons are pseudounipolar with a peripheral axon contacting muscle spindles and a central axon entering the spinal cord (Figure 1) . The central axon gives off collaterals that target spinocerebellar neurons, interneurons and motor neurons. Importantly, signaling mediated by NT-3 and its receptor TrkC has been identified as a critical regulator of the arborization of proprioceptive central axons in the vicinity of motor neuron pools [8, 9] . In the new study, Lilley et al. [7] demonstrated that deletion of SAD-A/B specifically disrupted proprioceptive axon terminal arborization in the ventral spinal cord and thus phenocopied the effects of NT-3 deletion. This finding suggested that NT-3/TrkC is a key upstream regulator of SAD kinases. The authors therefore pursued the linkage between NT-3/TrkC signaling and SAD-A/B functions.
The authors first showed that SAD kinases are required for morphological regulation of sensory neurons by NT-3 in vitro. They demonstrated that SAD-A/B deletion drastically reduced NT-3-induced axon outgrowth from dorsal root ganglion explants. The effects were surprisingly specific because SAD-A/B deletions had little effect on axon growth from nerve growth factor (NGF)-responsive neurons. To further understand the underlying mechanisms, the authors showed that SAD-A/B deletion did not disrupt proprioceptive innervation of muscle, TrkC expression, or retrograde signaling triggered by NT-3. They further showed that SAD-A/B function is cell autonomous. These results established that SAD kinases are essential intrinsic mediators downstream of NT-3/TrkC signaling that regulate proprioceptive central terminal arborization.
Lilley et al. [10] . Unexpectedly, mTOR signaling, which had been shown to regulate SAD kinase translation [11] , did not appear to be a major regulator of SAD-A/B levels.
In contrast to long-term NT-3 stimulation, transient NT-3 stimulation on a scale of minutes led to SAD-A/B activation via phosphorylation on a threonine residue (SAD-A T175; SAD-B T187) within the activation loop. Surprisingly, two kinases that phosphorylate the activation loop, LKB1 and TAK1, were not essential for the effects of SAD kinases on axonal branching. These results raise the possibility that in dorsal root ganglion neurons multiple kinases are involved in SAD-A/B activation. Further investigation revealed a critical role for phosphorylation of the carboxy-terminal domain for SAD-A/B activation ( Figure 1 ). The authors found that SAD-A is phosphorylated on 18 sites in this domain, among which are 16 proline-directed serine/threonine sites. The authors showed that mutated SAD-A (SAD-A 18A ) with all 18 phosphorylation sites converted to alanine was activated to a greater extent in response to NT-3 stimulation and exhibited more enzymatic activity than wild-type SAD-A, indicating that phosphorylation of the SAD-A carboxy-terminal domain inhibited SAD-A activation. In addition, overexpression of SAD-A 18A induces axon terminal branching, recapitulating the effects of NT-3 treatment [7, 12] . These data led to the suggestion that NT-3/TrkC signaling regulates the dephosphorylation of the carboxy-terminal domain of SAD-A. The authors then showed that phosphorylation of this domain of SAD-A is catalyzed by CDK5. This inhibitory phosphorylation is relieved by elevating intracellular Ca One surprising finding is the specificity of SAD kinase functions for NT-3/TrkC. The Raf-MEK-ERK and PLCg/Ca 2+ signaling pathways regulating SAD-A/B functions are core signaling cascades downstream of all three major neurotrophin receptors -TrkA, TrkB and TrkC. However, disruption of SAD-A/B did not noticeably affect the development of central axons that are responsive to the TrkA ligand, NGF. As there are differences in the cytoplasmic sequences of TrkA and TrkC, presumably recruitment of distinct signaling molecules differentially affects SAD-A/B regulation. A possibly related phenomenon is that, in vitro, NT-3 stimulates predominantly branching of TrkC-expressing neurons, whereas NGF stimulates predominantly elongation of TrkA-expressing neurons [12] .
Another unresolved issue is exactly how the reported results relate to the responses of proprioceptive axons in vivo. Regulation of central arbors of proprioceptive neurons by peripheral sources of NT-3 has been established [8, 13] . The results reported by Lilley et al. [7] suggest that long-term regulation of SAD-A/B protein levels primarily by peripheral NT-3 may mediate these established effects. The more rapid responses would presumably be related to the secretion of NT-3 by motor neurons in the spinal cord that might attract axons or mediate branching in the vicinity of motor neuron pools. Interestingly, a recent study deleting NT-3 specifically in motor neurons showed abnormalities of central projections, consistent with a role for centrally derived NT-3 in shaping the projection [9] .
The discovery of an important role of SAD kinases in mediating axon branching, the demonstration of a specific link between SAD-A/B and NT-3/TrkC signaling, and the identification of novel and intricate mechanisms underlying SAD activation represent a major advance in understanding how neurons generate morphological responses to extracellular cues. In another major advance, Courchet et al. [14] recently demonstrated that terminal arborization of callosally projecting cortical neurons involves LKB1 signaling mainly through the kinase NUAK1, but not SAD-A/B. NUAK1 is required for mitochondria immobilization, which is essential for distal axonal branch formation. In contrast, sensory axon arborization requires SAD-A/B and sensory axon development is apparently independent of LKB1 at earlier developmental stages [7] . It is probably not surprising that varying neuronal classes responding to distinct upstream cues and with very different molecular characteristics of target fields would employ specific molecular mechanisms to mediate target field branching. As molecular mechanisms that underlie additional examples of target field arborization are uncovered, presumably a set of general principles will emerge.
Finally, where are things headed in the future for SAD kinases? Interestingly, the prototype SAD was discovered as a mediator of synaptic vesicle clustering in C. elegans [6] . Further, work in mammals has already demonstrated that at least one SAD kinase isoform, SAD-B, is localized to presynaptic terminals, where it associates with synaptic vesicles and regulates neurotransmitter release [15] . It is important to emphasize that during and after axon arborization in target fields, synaptic vesicle clustering in distal axons and synapse formation are the next steps in axonal development. In a sort of 'preview of coming attractions', Lilley et al. [7] state that they have found in unpublished work that SAD-A/B deletions affect maturation of synapses in many classes of neurons. Thus, we can look forward to an elegant dissection of the regulation and functions of SAD-A/B in synapse formation along the lines we have seen in the work described here. One particularly effective mechanism for LGT among bacteria is the conjugative plasmid. Plasmids are transmitted vertically along with chromosomal DNA during bacterial fission, but also can induce conjugation and move horizontally into unrelated bacterial lineages [2] . These plasmids often have suites of accessory genes that can be advantageous to their new host bacterium, enabling an abrupt jump in the physiological and/or ecological capabilities of the recipient
